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ABSTRACT— The article mentions the trend of management by cameras and robots, As cattle farms in 

Vietnam are increasingly growing in size, as well as the trend of integrating AIoT technology, controlling the 

living environment, physical condition, and the number of cattle... This is important because the epidemic and 

the disease spread in large herds, well controlled by technology to increase economic productivity and reduce 

risks. In this paper, the authors use AI training sets and tracking algorithms to help managers save time and 

statistics on animal behaviour and emotions, an area that other countries have studied. Development, however, 

there are still many limitations in the country. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the trend of controlling by cameras and robots is becoming popular and expanding; some medium-

sized farms have 200-500 cameras; this makes it difficult for managers because of the large number of 

observations that human resources are limited, not to mention not being able to observe continuously 24/7; 

leading to the tendency to control by AI from quantity, behaviour, movement to emotion. In this paper, we 

refer to the problem of dynamically counting the number of cattle to avoid injury when moving animals and 

analyzing cattle behaviour to identify sick animals. 

 

 
Figure 1- Surveillance camera system for pig farms in Vietnam 

 

Here are some related articles: 

1. EmbeddedPigCount: Pig Counting with Video Object Detection and Tracking on an Embedded Board 

[1] In this paper, the author's used embedded hardware Jetson nano to count cattle based on Yolo v4 & 

DeepSort algorithms with an efficiency of 99.4%, solve the situation of manual counting, when the animals 
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move causing difficulties for the manager. 

 

 
Figure 2- Algorithm applied by the group [1] 

 

2. Automated pig counting using deep learning [2]: In this paper, the authors also mentioned the 

difficulties in managing large numbers of cattle and the CNN algorithm solution to solve the above problem. 

 

 
Figure 3 CNN algorithm [2] applied in the article and prediction results 

 

3. Efficient Pig Counting in Crowds with Keypoints Tracking and Spatial-aware Temporal Response 

Filtering [3]: In the post this, the group works fake history using art CNN & STRF math to count number 

quantity and track house cattle. 

 

 
Figure 4. Magic CNN [3] math okay topic access and next fruit 

 

In all three articles on applying AI technology in management, which is still relatively new for farms in 

Vietnam, the authors inherit the experiences from the above articles and use the Yolo v6 model for farmers. 

Cattle object recognition and filter tracking; The data obtained: ID, quantity, and motion will be counted and 

segmented to predict the status of each cattle. 

 

2. Algorithms 

In the actual problem, the author's team is divided into subproblems as follows: Identifying cattle objects to 

assign identifiers; then following the object, counting the number; because the identification will sometimes 
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lose the signal or misrecognize, it is necessary to apply a filter to remove the noise; The obtained data will be 

statistically, predicted to provide behavioral analysis and used for further development problems in the future. 

 

1. Yolo V7 recognition algorithm is a new version with much faster speed and better recognition quality 

than previous versions. 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison speed degree and matter quantity vs _ the session copy of other 

 

a) Compare Yolo v4 (table 1) 

Compared to YOLOv4 [1], YOLOv7 reduces the number of parameters by 75%, requires 36% less 

computation and achieves 1.5% higher AP (average accuracy). Compared to the edge-optimized version 

YOLOv4-tiny, YOLOv7-tiny reduces the number of parameters by 39% while also reducing the computing 

power by 49% while achieving the same AP. [4] 

 

 
Table 1- Comparison of Yolo v7 with the session version [4] 
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Figure 6. Yolo algorithm and extraction parameters 

 

Here are some pre-train results- figure 7, with different confidence coefficients. Comment with confident = 

0.25; some cattle are not recognized due to a lack of database during training; we will collect and conduct pre-

train or train separately for this facility. Carrying out confident = 0.05, most cattle are recognized without pre-

training. However, misrecognition has occurred. To overcome this, we propose the following filter: 
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Figure 7 a) Identification results with confidence 0.25 

b) Identification results with confidence 0.05 

 

2. Algorithm for filter: from coordinate data information, we use an algorithm to filter noise generated by 

frame loss or poor recognition ratio. This makes the data reliable. 

 

When there is a loss of cattle position due to a poor recognition ratio or misidentification occurs, we will rely 

on the results of previous and future frames to correct the identification information. Currently, we hard-

calibrate the information from the data and develop a set of R-CNN to rely on offline results to evaluate the 

correction parameter learning. 

 

 
Figure 8. Flowchart of the algorithm used 

 

3. Conclusion 

By applying AI and tracking algorithms, we can monitor the number and motion of each animal on the farm. 

Yolo algorithm is a robust algorithm in object recognition; in the coming time, the research team will collect 
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more data samples and conduct training to make the system more accurate. 

 

In the future, the research team will develop from movement data parameters and timelines to make specific 

assessments on individual cattle; emotions will also be studied in behaviour. Cattle. 
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